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PowerSchool PRSNT-IN / OUT Attendance Code Setup Guide 
Summary: This guide will assist with setting up the new Present Attendance codes in 
PowerSchool according to New York State requirements as of the 2021-2022 School Year, how 
to add an attendance conversion to a new code, and how to add the new codes to the Schools/School Info 
page. 
 

1. New York state is now requiring attendance be reported with the student’s physical location as well as how they 
are receiving the instruction. 

2. The Attendance Code (EX: PRSNT_IN) represents the student’s physical location. 
3. The Modality (Code Category) is how the student is receiving the instruction. (EX: Remote) 
4. There are 4 possible codes for a student who is Present: 

 
 Present-In, In Person: The student is in the building with the teacher physically located in the same room as the 

student.  
    

 Present-In, Remote: The student is in the building with the teacher not physically located in the same room as 
the student. (EX: Teacher is teaching virtually from down the hall or at home.) 
 

 Present-Out, In Person: The student is not in the building, but the teacher is physically located in the same room 
as the student. (EX: Homebound student.) 
 

 Present-Out, Remote: The student is not in the building, but is receiving instruction from the teacher virtually. 
 

Example of Present-In, In Person Code setup: 
 In this example code the “PRSNT-IN” meaning the student’s location is in the school building. 
 In this example code the modality is “In-Person” which represents the teacher is giving instruction in the 

same room the student is located in. (EX: student is in the classroom with the teacher.) 
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Example of Present-In, Remote setup: 

 In this example code “PRSNT-IN-R” represents the student’s location is in the school building. 
 In this example code the modality is “Remote” which represents the teacher is giving instruction 

virtually to the student. (EX: Student is in the school building in a classroom, teacher is in a different 
classroom in that building, or not in the building at all giving instruction virtually to the student.) 

 
Example of Present-Out, In Person setup: 

 In this example code “PRSNT-OUT” represents the student’s location is not in the school building. 
 In this example code the modality is “In-Person” which represents the teacher in the same room as the 

student giving instruction. (EX: A homebound student has a teacher in the home with them instructing 
them.) 
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Example of Present-Out, Remote setup: 

 In this example code “PRSNT-OUTR” represents the student’s location is not in the school building.  
 In this example the modality is “Remote” which represents the teacher is giving virtually to the student. (Ex: 

Student is quarantined and on a zoom meeting with the teacher in the school teaching.) 
 

 
 

 
All new codes that are created will need an Attendance Conversion to be added: 
 
Start Page > School > Attendance Conversion  > Code 
 

After navigating and selecting Partial (15/31) in the conversion section Day Attendance Values will need to be 
added to each new Attendance Code. 
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Example of Empty Day Attendance Values: 
 Every code needs to have a Day Attendance Value.  
 

 1 should be added to any Present Codes. 
 0 should be added to any Absent codes. 

 

 
 
 
All new codes will need to be added to the Schools / School Info: 

5. Any new attendance codes need to be added to the Schools / School Info section in PowerSchool. 
6. Any codes that were modified should have the old code removed and the new code added in the 

Schools / School Info section of PowerSchool.  
 
Example of Schools / School Info page: 
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